Our Schedule
Monday B
Tuesday C - Gym
Wednesday D - No School
Thursday A
Friday B

Homework
Work on the following skills at home with your child:

✓ - Hide plastic eggs around your house for your child to find. It promotes good problem solving skills!

✓ - Play board games - Having your child move a space for each number they count out loud promotes one to one correspondence.

Curriculum Update!!

Math
Our focus this week will be on using one to one correspondence to move one space for each count and to match pattern block pieces to solve puzzles.

Handwriting Without Tears (HWT)
Our focus this week will be on reviewing letter A and continuing with numbers. Letter A has been very challenging, as many students want to put a little curve at the top.

Second Step
Our focus this week will be on the appropriate time to interrupt, such as at a pause or the end of a conversation.

Art
In art with, Mrs. Stevens, we are making a bunny face and a chocolate bunny using chocolate pudding!

Attendance - Everyday the students will be writing their name on a piece of paper. Their name will than be used daily to determine how many students came to school. Look in your child’s backpack daily for your child’s name sample. The sample can be used to practice writing at home!